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ABSTRACT

Forward and Backward Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) modeling can provide the
information that is useful for geometric and electromagnetic interpretation of layered
materials. Given the depth and dielectric constant of snow, one can simulate the GPR
signal. This is called forward modeling. On the other hand, given the GPR signal, the
determination of depth and dielectric constant is called backward modeling. In this thesis,
we briefly discuss a computational GPR forward modeling approach, based on two pieces
of software with different principles. The software GPRMAX is able to model snow
layers with the Finite Difference Time Domain method; this method is able to distinguish
and resolve two consecutive layers with less thickness ( A d - l O c m ) . The software
MATHCAD can be utilized to obtain modeling and imaging result using Transmission
Line theory; this method is able to distinguish and resolve two consecutive layers with
relative small difference in dielectric constant ( Д £ - 0 .0 1 ) . Then the comparisons of
GPR system outputs and modeling techniques give an evaluation of the working
performance of the Ground Penetrating Radar system. Secondly, for backward modeling,
we used the layer stripping method on the field data as well as forward modeling results.
Furthermore, the relative permittivity can be evaluated by the inverse process of
transmission line theory with transmission line forward modeling results.
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Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

The basic concepts are explained and introduced as follows:

1) Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR)
The Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) ([1], [26], [27]), a geophysical method, radiates
radar pulses to the subsurface and images the returned signal. This method is
non-destructive to the ground surface and underground layers; it detects the
subsurface layers without digging or drilling. The radar uses the electromagnetic
radiation [5] in the microwave band of the radio spectrum to detect the reflected
signals from the underground structures. The GPR system can be applied in
investigating the position of objects buried beneath the ground, locating the
subsurface storage tanks; it can also be used to evaluate the presence of underground
properties and conditions.

2) Ground Penetrating Radar forward modeling
GPRMAX is a ground penetrating radar simulator that uses the Finite Difference
Time Domain (FDTD [15]) method to solve Maxwell’s equations. The GPRMAX
model [6] is designed to be horizontally and piecewise homogeneous. The forward
modeling is executed over a GPRMAX model using Maxwell’s equations. First, a
group of transformed differential equations in vertical coordinate should be acquired.
Then, all these equations can be combined in a transformed domain for a layered
model. Finally, these equations transform into a 1-D wave equation representing the
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horizontal electric component of the wave field. Moreover, the system requires an
initial condition to obtain a solution from the equations. The initial condition requires
the propagating fields reaching a zero value at infinity, which cannot be solved easily
if the computational space is finite. Hence, we should apply FDTD theory that can
discretize the space and time field to GPRMAX modeling work. The transmission
Line theory (TLT) method, on the other hand, calculates the gathered signal reflected
from multiple interfaces. The principle is based on a transmission line circuit. It
convolves a group of reflectors with the radar source signals to obtain the output
equivalent to the received signal waveform. By changing the parameters of each layer,
TLT forward modeling can provide the corresponding modeling results of different
layer thicknesses and relative permittivity.

3) Ground Penetrating Radar backward modeling
Based on the principle of transmission line theory, one can derive the reflection
coefficients of each layer from the ratio of the reflection of layered material amplitude
measured from the peak to the metal plate reflection amplitude measured from the
peak. The relative permittivity can then be obtained from the reflection coefficient of
each layer. This is called the layer stripping method. When the input of GPR backward
modeling is the field data or modeling results, the layer stripping method can be
utilized to back evaluate the parameters of each layer. Also, especially when the input
of GPR backward modeling is the transmission line forward modeling output, the
backward modeling results can be verified by inversely processing the output from
transmission line forward modeling.

3
1.2 Thesis outline

This thesis gives the Ground Penetrating Radar forward and backward modeling and
GPR system measurement analysis. The outline is as follows:

■ Chapter 2 gives a general literature review regarding the current status of GPR
system and modeling work.
■ Chapter 3 introduces the principle and implementation of GPR forward modeling
and the basic procedure to determine the interfaces from the GPR wiggle plot.
■ Chapter 4 introduces the principle and implementation of GPR backward
modeling.
■ Chapter 5 discusses Nandam’s field measurement [3] and applies the GPR
forward and backward modeling to some representative cases.
■ Chapter 6 presents the latest field data, applies GPR forward and backward
modeling to a two-layer model and gives the backward evaluations on the
corresponding two-layer field data.
■ Chapter 7 gives conclusions and provides the scope of the future work.
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Chapter 2 LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter gives a general summary of the literature review on GPR modeling relevant
to the thesis. The first part describes the literature review on ground penetrating radar
forward modeling including the radar equations, noise analysis and reflected signal
strength. The second part presents the literature review on ground penetrating radar
backward modeling including the basic principles of the layer stripping method.

2.1 Current status of Ground Penetrating Radar forward modeling

This section presents the current research and experimental progress on ground
penetrating radar forward modeling.

2.1.1 Continuous pavement profiling with ground-penetrating radar [23]

The paper presents the ultra-wideband monostatic ground-penetrating radar as a useful
tool in pavement profiling. Back evaluating the dielectric constants and thicknesses of
each underground layer by the layer stripping method can also be considered as part of
the pavement profiling. This paper explains the way to express signal amplitudes
reflected from each interface in the GPR model. It also relates the reflection amplitudes
with the reflection coefficient of the current layer and the product of two-way
transmission coefficients from the top layer to the previous layer. Also the time delay of
each underground layer can be expressed as a function of thickness and relative
permittivity of the current layer.
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2.1.2 Observation of internal structures of snow covers with a ground penetrating
radar [24]

This paper presents an observation of snow cover and its corresponding calibration
experiments using a GPR system with 800 MHz operating frequency. It shows the way to
distinguish the periodic noise and the white noise. A comparison of the radar equations
for the transmitted power and received signal is made. The paper also illustrates the
correlation between the snow densities at different layers and the corresponding radar
echoes representing the strength of reflected signals and noise levels. When a metal plate
(a perfect reflector) is placed in the air and the radar signal is sent and propagating toward
the plate, a calibrating experiment can be done to find the relationship between the
received signal strength and the distance from the antenna to the metal plate. Also there is
a trend that the signal strength decreases as the distance increases.

2.1.3 Modeling of ground-penetrating radar wave propagation in pavement system

[10]

This paper uses a 1 GHz monostatic GPR system and models the pavement as a layered
material. In the forward model, based on different two-way travel time required by the
signals penetrating through different underground layers, the corresponding radar echoes
returned at the ground surface are positioned together against their two-way travel times
and form into a synthetic forward modeling waveform. Error analysis is done in
predicting the signal amplitudes reflected from all the interfaces.
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2.2 Current status of Ground Penetrating Radar backward modeling

This section introduces in detail the current status of the layer stripping method applied in
ground penetrating radar backward modeling.

2.2.1 Optimization of ground penetrating radar data to predict layer thickness in
flexible pavements [12]

The paper first introduces a method of measuring the layer thicknesses in a flexible
pavement based on predicting the multiple reflected frequency spectrum. It assumes a
multiple reflection model with the corresponding signal levels from each interface
estimated by the principle of transmission line theory. The relationship between reflection
coefficients, signal reflected from each interface and the top perfect reflector amplitude
can then be derived. This article also illustrates the way to calculate reflection coefficient
from the dielectric constant of a layered material. Furthermore, to predict thickness, an
optimization procedure is used by first calculating the reflected frequency spectrum using
several thickness and dielectric constant values then choosing the solution with the
minimum error between the estimated and measured frequency spectra.

2.2.2 Accuracy of Ground Penetrating Radar for estimating rigid and flexible
pavement layer thicknesses [8]

This paper analyzes the accuracy of a GPR system for evaluating the thicknesses of
pavement layers based on the pavements’ sites investigation. It also illustrates the way to
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calculate each layer’s dielectric constant with the reflection amplitudes at each interface
and the amplitude of the reflected signal collected over a metal plate on the pavement
surface. This general equation can be used for backward modeling though it is somewhat
inaccurate. The steps to determine the thickness of each layer are:
1. Load the GPR data
2. Identify the signal reflected from all the interfaces
3. Measure the two-way travel time and amplitude of the reflected signal
4. Calculate the dielectric constant of each layer
5. Calculate the layer thickness with the two-way travel time and dielectric constant

2.2.3 Multitarget detection/tracking for monostatic ground penetrating radar:
application to pavement profiling [19]

This paper illustrates the process to back estimate layer permittivity and thickness using
the layer-stripping inversion. It introduces three basic steps of the layer-stripping
algorithm: identifying the signals reflected from all the interfaces, measuring the
amplitude and two-way travel time of reflected signals, estimating the relative
permittivity and thickness of each layer. The paper also presents in detail the
layer-stripping algorithm including the mathematical expression of the received signal
and the relationship between the permittivity value, layer thickness and the two-way
travel time. It can be concluded that the signal level returned from the current interface is
the product of the layer’s reflection coefficient and the two-way transmission coefficient
at previous interfaces. It can also be concluded that the thickness of the current layer is a
function of the two-way travel time and relative permittivity.
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Chapter 3 GROUND PENETRATING RADAR FORWARD MODELING

This chapter describes in detail the characteristics of GPR forward modeling [9],
principles and implementations of GPRMAX and Transmission Line Theory forward
modeling. It also explains the procedure to determine the interfaces of a layered material.

3.1 Desirable properties
>

Spatial resolution
Spatial resolution refers to the capability of GPR system to distinguish the interface
between two consecutive layers with different relative permittivity. This resolution is
determined by the wavelength of the electromagnetic waves propagating through the
layered material. When the operating frequency increases, the wavelength becomes
shorter and the resolution increases.

>

Layer depth
The capability to detect the depth of each layer is inversely proportional to the
operating frequency: the higher the operating frequency, the less depth the GPR
system can detect. When the operating frequency decreases, one can detect larger
depth with a decrease in spatial resolution. The desired penetrating depth depends on
the requirement of each measurement; one should choose a proper frequency to
achieve the required penetrating depth.
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3.2 GPR forward modeling using GPRMAX (FDTD method)

3.2.1 Introduction

GPRMAX2D [28] is the main software used in this project for forward modeling. It is a
suite of two-dimensional Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD [20]) simulators for
GPR systems. FDTD is a computational time-domain modeling technique whose solution
is frequency dependent. FDTD method utilizes a grid-based numerical model and
discretizes Maxwell’s equations. It solves the electric field and magnetic field problems
alternately at a given instant.

We briefly discuss the major components of the GPRMAX input file that can be written
using any text file editor. Detailed descriptions of the GPRMAX commands can be found
in the User’s Guide [6]. The hash character ‘# ’ indicates the beginning of a command. For
example, the size of the computational domain is specified with a command:
#domain: fl f2
here fl and f2 are the model size (m) in the x and y directions, respectively.

The GPRMAX2D input file contains the following steps to generate a GPRMAX model:
1) defining the properties of each medium
2) defining the modeling domain, including the length of x axis and y axis
3) defining the grid size in X and Y direction
4) defining the time window duration (i.e., the total simulation time)
5) defining the domain of each layer
6) specifying the source signal including the amplitude, frequency and waveform
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7) denoting the number of runs, file name to save the result and format of output
8) specifying the position of the transmitter and receiver and describing the transmitted
signal
9) defining the transmitter and receiver’s increments in x and y coordinates
10) specifying the title of the modeling results

3.2.2 GPR signal source type and excitation frequency

The Ricker wavelet is used to simulate the GPR pulsed signal. Usually a center frequency
of 1.5 GHz or higher is used in this thesis. The Ricker wavelet signal is given by:

I( t ) = - 4 x 2f 2Me ‘ ^

(3-d

where / : signal frequency (Hz)
t : time (sec).
The waveform and power spectrum of a Ricker wavelet are shown in Fig. 3-1 (P. 62) and
Fig. 3-2 (P. 63) where the maximum amplitude Am = 1 and the center
frequency f c = 1.5 G H z. The MATLAB program to generate Figs. 3-1 (P. 66) and 3-2 (P.
67) is listed in Appendix B -l.

3.3 GPR forward modeling using Transmission Line Theory (TLT)

The propagation of an electromagnetic field E0 originating at z=0, t=0 in a conducting
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dielectric can be described by E(z,t) at a distance z and time, t, by
E ( z , t ) = E Qe - aze j(w,~pz)

(3-2)

where j = V - 1, the first exponential function is the attenuation term and the second the
propagation term [2],
1) a ( e , t ) , I3(£,t) and the impedance parameter f](£,t) are expressed as:

a(e , t) —2 ■7г ■f ■
V V

(3-3)
2

p{ e, t) := 2 •n • / •

)
ј . [ л/ Ј 7 7 + 1]

*7(£.0:=]je
J
^7~~. x
•
0-e-(l-j-t)
Here

(3.4)

(3-5)

/ : operating frequency
£° : Permittivity of free space, £0 = 8.85419 • 1СГ12 Farads!Meter
‘U(): Permeability of free space, jU0 = 4 ■к ■1СГ7 Henrys / Meter
" r : Relative permeability of air, j i r = 1
£ : Relative permittivity of medium.

For a lossy material, the loss tangent tanc> represents the sum of conductivity losses
and dipolar losses. For dry snow, we assume that the material is not lossy.
2) Propagation parameters for certain material and wave number can be defined as:
a = a(£, ta n j)

(3-6)

b = /?(£, tan S)

(3-7)

k =a+j b.

(3-8)
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k : wave number.

where

3) Attenuation, velocity and propagation parameter r] are written as:
atten —8.686 •a

(3-9)

Tjl = \Tj{£,tanS]

(310)

772

= V(Re(tfl))2 +(lm 07l))2

vel = -^=.
Ы£

(3-11)
(3-12)

atten: attenuation parameter, and

Here

attenuation in d B = - 201og10 e x a = 8.686 • a
Tj,

7 7 ,:

propagation parameters

fj 2 : magnitude of rj\
v e l : propagation velocity
c : Speed of light, 3 x l0 8 m /.s.
4) Reflection and transmission coefficients are given by:
t f . - 1' 2 - 1' 2*
/72, +/72,_,

2 -j j 2 ,

(3-13)

(3-14)

7 2 ,+ 72h
rj2
V2,+ V2^

2 ■Tj2
Trt = --------------- .
T]2(.+/72m
Here

i : from 1 to the number of last r/2

(3-15)

(3-16)
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p f : Forward reflection coefficients
i f : Forward transmission coefficients
p r : reverse reflection coefficients
Tr: reverse transmission coefficients.
5) One-way travel time T0, Tp and two-way travel time T 2 can be expressed as:

T0 = - \

(3-17)

vel 0

velp
T2 = 2 T .
Here:

(3-i8)
(3-19)

T0: one-way travel time of top layer
Tp : One-way travel time of (p+l)th layer
T 2: Two-way travel time of each layer.

7) Time delay and delta function of all ground and subsurface interfaces scaled for
amplitude and propagation velocity can be written as:
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composite = surface + firstlayer + ...bottomlayer.

(3-23)

Here j : From 0 to N
p : From 0 to the number of last T 2
f t : Time delay for each interface
offset: Adjust the position of peaks representing each interface
timescale : A large number, convert original time in ns to time in second
ithlayer: Delta function of ith layer scaled for amplitude and propagation
velocity
composite: Delta function sequence of all ground and subsurface interfaces

Here

t : Time in second
N : Number of points for output waveform
f { t ) : Gaussian excitation signal
D f : Mexican hat wavelet
F f : FFT of Mexican hat wavelet.

9) FFT of all layers, system output in frequency domain and time domain are written as
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[17]:

Here Fithlayer: FFT of ith layer’s delta function
M ultf : Output signal in frequency domain
output: ГҒҒТ of output signal in frequency domain
max o u tpu t: Maximum value of output sequence
output: Normalized output signal in time domain.

3.4 Determination of interfaces from the wiggle plots and grayscale plots

For a layered medium, the first step to interpret radar signal is to determine the interfaces
between each layer, including the ground surface which is the interface between air and
the ground.

3.4.1 Determination of interfaces from the wiggle plots

The amplitude versus two-way travel time plot of the reflected GRP signal is also called a
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wiggle plot. Interpretation of the wiggle plot mainly lies in distinguishing all the
interfaces of a layered material model from other signals or noises. Fig. 3-3 (P. 64) shows
the schematic wiggle plot of a three-layer material. There are three criteria that can be
used to determine the interfaces of each layer:

1) Three bands: each reflected radar pulse wave changes polarity twice, and when hitting
the interface of each layer, it produces three bands on GPR system or modeling profile
shown as Band 1 to Band 3 in Fig. 3-3 (P. 64). The band with the largest amplitude and
area is called the main lobe, while the other two bands with opposite signs are called
the side lobes. The amplitude of the reflected signal from each interface is expressed
as:
A x+ A 3

Kterface = A 2

•

(3.32)

2) Sign of the middle band amplitude: the sign depends on the impedance change of the
layers. In the case of GPRMAX forward modeling and GPR system output, when the
dielectric constant value is more than the previous layer which is above the current
layer, the amplitude of the current layer’s top interface should be negative; otherwise,
it should be positive. For the case of TLT forward modeling output, if the current
layer is not the bottom one, when the dielectric constant value is more than the
previous layer, the amplitude of the current layer’s top interface should be positive;
when the dielectric constant value is less than the previous layer, the amplitude of the
current layer’s top interface should be negative. However, if the current layer is at the
bottom, the sign condition is the same as GPRMAX forward modeling and GPR
system output; the reason is due to the opposite sign of the delta function of the
bottom layer.
3) Range of the dielectric constant value: for a material system, if the range of relative
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permittivity is considered to be known a priori, the range can be used as a constraint
to reduce the mistakes in determining the interfaces of each material. For example,
the dielectric constant of both fresh water and sea water is 81 and the range of relative
permittivity of polar snow is from 1.4 to 3.

3.4.2 Determining interfaces from the grayscale plots

Besides the wiggle plots, one can use the contrast of each point’s grayscale on a GPR
profile as a visual aid to determine the interfaces of materials since grayscale plots vary
from black at the smallest amplitude (usually a negative value) to white at the largest
(usually a positive value). This corresponds to the impedance change. For instance, when
a radar survey is conducted in a spatially continuous condition, one can also use the
spatial correlation of the waveforms as an effective and visual aid in determing the
position of the interfaces.

Fig. 3-4 (R 65) and Fig. 3-5 (R 66) indicate that every three band, as a group, represents
an interface which can be distinguished from the grayscale plots. Starting from the top of
the grayscale plot, Band 2 (middle band) represents the top surface because Band 1, 2 and
3 appear to be the first three bands from the top.

In summary, the grayscale plot needs to match well with the wiggle plot in the two-way
travel time domain, which can be used to find the interfaces of each medium.

Chapter 4 GROUND PENETRATING RADAR BACKWARD MODELING

This chapter explains backward modeling to obtain the relative permittivity and depth of
each layer given the two-way travel time. It also provides the detailed principle,
implementation and verification of the layer stripping method which is mainly used for
ground penetrating radar backward modeling in this project.

If the thickness of each layer is known, it is trivial to find the relative permittivity of that
layer, and vice versa. When thickness, two-way travel time and relative permittivity are
defined as:
d : The thickness of each layer
t : The two way travel time of each layer
£ : The dielectric constant of each layer
The relationship between dielectric constant, thickness and two-way travel time can be
written as [21]:
f Л 2

e = \£.\ =

(

r

V

(t(ns)Y

£
= 0.0225 llU lL
yd/(t/2)J
{ d i m) )

(4.1)

Therefore, the thickness can be calculated with the specified two-way travel time and
dielectric constant expressed as:
</(*,) = « £ L .

(4.2)

V0.0225
Fig. 4-1 (P. 67) shows a three-layer material with the thicknesses of each layer (from top
to bottom) to be d x, d 2, d i . Also the two-way travel time of each layer is noted as A f,,
At 2 and Дг3. Hence, from Eq. (4-1), when the two-way travel time and thickness of each

Once the interfaces of the layers have been distinguished and the number of interfaces is
known, one can estimate the depth and relative permittivity of each layer.Considering
dry

snow with no loss that means the relative permittivity isa realvalue, the most

common way for backward modeling is the layer stripping method. The radar signal is
written as [18]:
L

s(t) = Y j alw (t~ T ,) + n(t).
/=i
where
s(t): The received signal
L : The number of interfaces
al : The amplitude of signal reflected from interface I
Tt : The two- way travel time delay at interface I
w{t) : The received baseband signal and the pulse width is Tw
n{t): The noise level.

(4.4)
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The amplitude of the reflected signal from each interface is the product of the reflection
coefficient and the two-way transmission coefficient at the current interface shown in Eq.
(4.5):

e i n ( z , ) - e ' ' 2( z u l )
'

4 s ' l 2( z l ) £ ' !1( z M )

. « ' " ( g , ) + g ‘' 2 (* ,+ ,)

*=о(г ''2( ^ ) + £ ''2( ^ . ) ) 2

R eflection C oeffic ie nt

4---------------------------------- v---------------------------------- J
T w o - w a y T r a n s m i s s i o n C o e f f i c i e n t at the kth In terface

(4.5)
In the layer stripping method, the ground surface serves as the first interface between air
and the top layer. The relative permittivity of the first layer can be estimated by
measuring the amplitude of surface reflection and the amplitude of the perfect reflector
reflection, such as a metal plate, placed at the ground surface. Once the dielectric
constant of the top layer is known, the dielectric constants of deeper layers can be found
recursively using Eqs. (4.4) and (4.5). Further, the depth of the current layer can be
calculated with the depth of the previous layer with the relative permittivity and the
two-way travel time of the current layer known from Eq. (4.5):
zM = z ,+ £ m 2(TM - t ,) c / 2 .
where

(4.6)

c: The speed of light
z l+1 : Depth of the current layer
z ,: Depth of the previous layer.

4.1.2 Implementation of the Layer Stripping Method

Starting from the relationship between the peak amplitude of each interface on GPR
profile and the reflection coefficient, we can first estimate the reflection coefficient of
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each layer and further find the dielectric constant values. The layer stripping method can
be considered as two steps:
1. Procedure to evaluate reflection coefficient of each layer
Fig. 4-2 (P. 68) shows that when the original transmitted signal level is 1, the reflection
coefficient of the first surface is p x, the reflection coefficient of the second surface and
propagation factor of SNOW 1 layer are p 2 and Tx, and the reflection coefficient of the
third interface and propagation factor of SNOW2 layer are р г and T2 [12], here p is
defined as the reflection coefficient and T is defined as the propagation factor.
The signal level reflected from the ground surface is
s \= P\-

(4.7)

The received signal level returned from the top of the second layer is
S 2 = p 2 x ( l - p ? ) x T l2,

(4.8)

and the signal returned from the top of the third layer is
S3 = y9 3 x (1 —p f ) x (1 —p 2) x7j2x T 2 .

(4.9)

Then, take a three-layer material model for example, when propagation factors I j , T2 and
T3 are equal to 1 (no-loss condition), the reflection coefficient of each interface can be
obtained with the top perfect reflector amplitude A p{. The procedure is as follows:
A) Calculate p x from the ratio of the surface reflection amplitude to the perfect
reflector reflection amplitude: the amplitude of the top surface reflection is the
product of the top surface’s reflection coefficient and the perfect reflector’s
amplitude. From this relationship, one can find the reflection coefficient of the first
interface using Eq. (4.7):
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S x = p xx A p

here

=> A = “7 “ ’
Ap

(4-10)

Ap = Apx.

B) Calculate p 2 from p x, the amplitude of the top surface reflection and the reflection
amplitude from interface between the first and second layer: the reflection amplitude
from the interface between the first and second layer is the product of the top perfect
reflector amplitude, p 2 and (1 - p ] ). From this relationship, one can find the
reflection coefficient of the second interface using Eq. (4.8):
S 2 = A p x p 2 x ( l - p f ) x T l2

=> p 2 = -

.
1

Ap

(4.11)

A M I - A ) 2)

C) Calculate p 3 from p x, p 2, the amplitude of the top surface reflection and the
reflection amplitude from the interface between the second and third layer: the
reflection amplitude from the interface between the second and third layer is the
product of /? ,, (1 - p { ) (1 - p i )

and the amplitude of the top surface reflection.

From this relationship, one can find the reflection coefficient of the third interface
using Eq. (4.9):
S 3 = A p x p ^ x ( l - p f ) x ( \ - p 2) x T l2 x T2 = A p x р г х { \ - p 2) x { \ - p i )

A

S,

______________ ________________

A p il-p f)(l-p h

Г /

L

ap

j

y"

(1-Лл
I

Ap . ) _

(4.12)
One can also use the following indirect layer stripping method to verify the reflection
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coefficient of each layer calculated above:
1) When a metal plate is placed on the top of the ground, the signal transmitted to the
ground will be reflected back, which means the signal reflected back from the
ground surface is A p{. Therefore,

Л = ~T~Ap i

(4.13)

2) When the metal plate is placed at the interface between the first and second layer,
then the signal penetrating through the top layer will be reflected back; this means
that there will be no signal propagating to the second or deeper layer. Therefore, the
reflection coefficient of the second interface is p 2 - 1 and the received signal level
from

the

interface

between

the

first

and

the

second

layer

would

be Ap2 = (1 - p \ ) x 7j2. Hence we have,

A = T 2- Ap 2

(4.14)

3) When the metal plate is placed at the interface between the second and third layer,
and the signal penetrating through the second layer will be reflected back; this means
that there will be no signal propagating to the third or deeper layers. Then, the
reflection coefficient of the third interface is /?3 = 1 and the received signal level
from the interface between the second and the third layer would be:
А рг = (1 - p ] ) x (1 - p \ ) x IJ2 x T2 . Therefore,

P ,= ~ T ~ Ap j

(4.15)

2. Procedure to evaluate dielectric constant of each layer
Once the reflection coefficient of each underground layer has been obtained, the
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Chapter 5 NANDAM’S SNOW DATA

This chapter introduces Nandam’s field measurement, forward and backward modeling
executed with the input parameters from the field data [13]. Also, the average dielectric
constants of the stacked snow layers from modeling results and the field data are
compared. The example cases are: single Box D, C, B, A, stacked Box CBA and stacked
Box DCBA.

5.1 An example from Nandam [13]

Starting from the single box D, C, B, A in the radargram of file ‘Test001.txt’ [14], in order
to analyze these cases, the relative permittivity of each single box from the GPR system
is required. With the specified properties, we can execute forward and backward
modeling and compare the results with the GPR field data.

5.1.1 Experimental work

Fig. 5-1 (P. 72) shows the flow chart of the experimental work we have done in GPR
surveys and the hardness measurements of snow covers. We used a GSSI SIR 20 [25]
ground penetrating radar system with a 1.5 GHz ground-coupled antenna. Nandam’s field
test was done in the Agricultural Field on December 22, 2006 and the snow temperature
was -22 °C. Nandam’s measurements presented in this paper are mostly sieved snow
shown in Table 5-1 including the densities and grain sizes.
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Table 5-1 Properties of sieved snow in Nandam’s data

Snow Type

Depth (cm)

Density (g/cmA3)

Grain Size

Box A

46.5

0.25268

< 1 mm

Box B

30.5

0.11981

1 ~ 1.4 mm

Box C

45

0.16945

1.4 ~ 2.36 mm

Box D

44.4

0.05793

2.36 ~ 4.69 mm

Natural

14.0

0.08405

5.1.2 Relative permittivity of four snow boxes

For sieved single boxes, the relative permittivity vary more or less because of their
difference in density; to correlate real GPR system with the synthetic data, we should first
figure out their relative permittivity from the field data.

For Box D, the thickness is 0.44 m and the wiggle plot is shown in Fig. 5-2 (P. 73) which
is generated by the program in Appendix B-2. Once the top and bottom of the snow are
identified, the calculation of the relative permittivity of a single box becomes
straightforward. To identify the top and bottom interfaces (main lobes of three bands) of
Box D, one can use the criteria explained in Chapter 3. Data cursors can be utilized to
record both the two-way travel time and the amplitude in the wiggle plot of Fig. 5-3 (P.
74). This figure also shows that as the dielectric constants increase from the air to the
underground material, the peak amplitudes of the top two interfaces should be negative.
Also with the information provided by the data cursors, we have,
Two-way travel time of the top interface:

= 2.268 ns
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Two-way travel time of the bottom interface: t2 =5.819 ns
Two-way travel time of Box D: At = t2 —1{ = 5 .8 1 9 -2 .2 6 8 = 3.551 ns
Thickness: d = 0.44 m .
Using Eq. (4.1), the dielectric constant of Box D can be calculated as:

For Box C, the thickness is 0.45 m and the wiggle plot is shown in Fig. 5-4 (P. 75) which
is generated by the program listed in Appendix B-3. The top and bottom interfaces (main
lobe of three bands) in Box C are indicated in Fig. 5-5 (P. 76) using data cursors.

For Box B, the thickness is 0.305 m and the MATLAB program to generate the GPR
system wiggle plot (Fig. 5-6 (P. 77)) is in Appendix B-4. According to the procedure of
determining interfaces, the top and bottom interfaces (main lobes) in Box B are indicated
in Fig. 5-7 (P. 78) using data cursors.

For Box A, the thickness is 0.465 m and the program to generate system output is listed
in Appendix B-5. Fig. 5-8 (P. 79) shows the GPR system signal waveform and as in
previous cases, the top and bottom interfaces of Box A are also indicated using data
cursors in Fig. 5-9 (P. 80). The two-way travel time, thickness and relative permittivity of
each sieved snow box are shown in Table 5-2.
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Table 5-2 Parameters of single snow boxes from GPR system

£

h (ns)

t2 (ns)

d (m)

Box D

2.268

5.819

0.44

1.47

Box C

2.17

6.016

0.45

1.64

Box B

2.17

4.832

0.305

1.70

Box A

2.17

6.213

0.465

1.70

Snow Box

5.2 Single box forward modeling using GPRMAX

Given the dielectric constant and thickness of each single box, GPRMAX forward
modeling processes are as follows:
1) For Box D, according to Table 5-2, when the thickness is 0.1 m, the input file for
GPRMAX forward modeling is (Appendix A -l):

#medium: 1.4655 0.0 0.0 0.001 1.0 0.0 snowl
#medium: 10 0.0 0.0 0.01 1.0 0.0 silt
#domain: 2.0 1.0
#dx_dy: 0.002 0.002
#time_window: 15.0e-9
#box: 0.0 0.5 2.0 0.6 snowl
#box: 0.0 0.0 2.0 0.5 silt
#line_source: 1.0 15e8 ricker MyLineSource
#analysis: 1 D_akshaya_gprmax_1.5g.txt a
#tx: 0.075 0.9 MyLineSource 0.0 15.0e-9
#rx: 0.125 0.9
#tx_steps: 0.01 0.0
#rx_steps: 0.01 0.0
#end_analysis:
#messages: y
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In the above file, Ax and Ay represent the discretization of space in the x and y
directions and the relationship between A x, Ay and the maximum permissible time step
At can be expressed as:

Also the discretization step should be no more than one tenth of the smallest
electromagnetic field wavelength, that is,
Ac = Ay = А/ < — .

10

c
3x10
In this case, we have Ax = Ay = 0.002 and Л - — =
r- = 0.2 m.
f
1 5 x l0 8
The MATLAB program to generate the wiggle plot of the GPRMAX modeling result is
listed in Appendix B-6. Fig. 5-10 (P. 81) shows the GPRMAX forward modeling output
for Box D (in this figure, e means e ), and the top and bottom interfaces have been
identified.

2) For Box C, when the thickness is 0.1 m and £c = 1.64 (Table 5-2)
The input file of the GPRMAX forward modeling is listed in Appendix A-2. One can use
the commands in Appendix B-7 to generate the wiggle plot of the GPRMAX modeling
result. Moreover, the marked top and bottom interfaces are shown in Fig. 5-11 (P. 82).

3) For stacked Box BA (Box B is on top of Box A), when the thickness is 0.2 m and the
dielectric constants of both Box B and A are 1.7
The input file of the GPRMAX forward modeling is listed in Appendix A-3. In order to
generate the wiggle plot of the GPRMAX modeling result, one can use the MATLAB
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program included in Appendix B-8. The GPRMAX forward modeling plot for the stacked
Box BA is shown in Fig. 5-12 (P. 83) with the top of Box B and the bottom of Box A
identified.

5.3 Single box forward modeling using Transmission Line Theory

The TLT Box D forward modeling commands and corresponding comments for the
operating frequency of 1.5 GHz are shown in Appendix C -l (parameters are listed in
case-1, Appendix C). As for the TLT Box C, B, A forward modeling, the program is
similar except for different dielectric constants. See Case-2, 3 and 4 in Appendix C for
TLT forward modeling parameters of Box C, B and A respectively.

The TLT forward modeling output of Box D (thickness is 0.1 m) is shown in Fig. 5-13 (P.
84) which also identifies the top and bottom interfaces. Similar to Box D, Fig. 5-14 (P. 85)
and Fig. 5-15 (P. 86) indicate Box C and BA separately with the thicknesses of 0.1 m and
0.2 m.

5.4 Stacked snow Box CBA (Box C on top of Box B, Box B on top of Box A)

After the measurements of the dielectric constants of Box C, B and A, each box was cut
to have an approximate thickness of 10 cm. The cut boxes were then stacked up in
different sequences. For stacked boxes in the order of CBA with C on top and A at the
bottom, there are effectively only two snow layers of thickness, 10 cm and 20 cm because
of the identical relative permittivity of Box B and A.
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5.4.1 GPRMAX forward modeling for stacked snow CBA

Fig. 5-16 (P. 87) indicates a rectangular GPRMAX model composed of an air layer, two
snow layers and a silt layer. To acquire good resolution and modeling effect, one should
choose the proper operating frequency.
1) Operating frequency f a =1.5 GHz
The input GPRMAX file is listed in Appendix A-4 and the program to create the wiggle
plot of the GPRMAX forward modeling output is in Appendix B-9. Fig. 5-17 (P. 88)
shows the GPRMAX modeling result for Box CBA when the signal frequency is 1.5
GHz.

2) Operating frequency f a —5 GHz
The corresponding GPRMAX input file is in Appendix A-5. The program to create the
wiggle plot of the GPRMAX forward modeling output is included in Appendix B-10. Fig.
5-18 (P. 89) shows the GPRMAX modeling result for Box CBA when the signal
frequency is 5 GHz.

3) Comparison
After comparing Fig. 5-17 and Fig. 5-18, it can be concluded that the modeling resolution
with 5 GHz signal is much better than that with 1.5 GHz; this also indicates that when the
thickness of the snow layer decreases to 10 cm or less, 1.5 GHz system is not able to
resolve the difference and not able to provide a satisfying modeling effect with only a
0.06 difference in relative permittivity.
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5.4.2 T ran sm ission Line Theory forward modeling for stacked snow C B A

Contrary to GPRMAX modeling, the TLT forward modeling is less sensitive to thickness
than relative permittivity; therefore it is necessary to make sure the thickness is large
enough for a given frequency.
1) Operating frequency f a = 1.5 GHz
The parameters of the TLT forward modeling program are listed in Case-5, Appendix C
and the program to produce the wiggle plot of the TLT forward modeling output is in
Appendix B- l l . Fig. 5-19 (P. 90) shows the transmission line theory modeling result for
Box CBA when the signal frequency is 1.5 GHz.

2) When the operating frequency f a = 5 GHz
The TLT modeling parameters is in Case-6, Appendix C and the program to create the
wiggle plot of the TLT forward modeling output is in Appendix B-12. Fig. 5-20 (P. 91)
shows the transmission line theory modeling result for Box CBA when the signal
frequency is 5 GHz.

3) Comparison
From Fig. 5-19 and Fig. 5-20, it is not difficult to see that the modeling system with 5
GHz can resolve the interface between Box C and Box B; on the contrary, the interface
between Box C and B is somewhat hard to distinguish with the modeling result at 1.5
GHz. Also with a 1.5 GHz signal, the transmission line forward modeling cannot resolve
the 0.06 difference in the dielectric constant due to low frequency or small thickness.
Therefore, one should choose higher frequencies such as 5 GHz as the operating
frequency to further analyze and process the modeling results.
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5.4.3 Comparison of the average dielectric constant of Box CBA from the GPR
system and GPRMAX modeling results

Using a 5 GHz radar signal in the GPRMAX modeling, one can acquire a more reliable
value of the average dielectric constant of the two snow layers. In Fig. 5-21 (P. 92), with
the output of the GPRMAX forward modeling (Box CBA), one can identify the three
interfaces corresponding to Fig. 5-16. To compare the modeling data with the GPR
system measurement, we record the properties of the top and bottom interfaces of the two
snow layers (Fig. 5-22) (P. 93).

Then, in order to find the detection effect of the GPR system, we have the wiggle plot of
the GPR system in the same condition (Fig. 5-23 (P. 94)) generated by the MATLAB
program in Appendix B-13. Fig. 5-24 (P. 95) shows the two-way travel time of the top
and bottom interfaces of snow in the CBA stack sequence. It can be noticed that the
operating frequency of 1.5 GHz was not able to detect each cut box individually: the
reflections of the individual interfaces were blended with each other. This is due to the
low GPR operating frequency. The two-way travel time, thickness and average relative
permittivity of stacked Box CBA (GPRMAX modeling results and GPR system data) are
shown in Table 5-3.
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Table 5-3 Comparison of parameters for the stacked snow CBA

Data Source
GPRMAX

*2 (ns)

d CBA (m)

^свл

2.229

4.829

0.3

1.69

2.367

5.227

0.3

2.05

(ns)

output
GPR system
output

When the GPRMAX model is designed as three boxes (CBA) stacked together with the
same thickness, the average dielectric constant is 1.69. For the GPR system data in the
same condition, the average relative permittivity is found to be 2.05, much higher than
the value of each uncut box respectively.

5.5 Stacked snow Box DCBA (Box D on top, Box A at the bottom)

For stacked boxes in the order of DCBA with D on top and A at the bottom, there are
effectively only three snow layers with the thicknesses of 10 cm, 10 cm and 20 cm
because of the identical relative permittivity of Box B and A.

5.5.1 GPRMAX forward modeling for stacked snow DCBA (fa=1.5 GHz)

Fig. 5-25 (P. 96) schematically shows the stacked snow DCBA in the GPRMAX domain.
This figure indicates a rectangular GPRMAX model composed of an air layer, three snow
layers and a silt layer. The dielectric constant, conductivity and thickness of snow layers
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are specified in the input file (Appendix A-6). The MATLAB program to generate the
wiggle plot of GPRMAX modeling result is listed in Appendix B-14. In Fig. 5-26 (P. 97),
with the output of GPRMAX forward modeling (Box DCBA), one can identify the four
interfaces corresponding to Fig. 5-25.

5.5.2 Comparison of the average dielectric constant of Box DCBA from the GPR
system and GPRMAX modeling results

Fig. 5-27 (P. 98) shows the wiggle plot of Box DCBA GPRMAX forward modeling and
the two-way travel time of the top and bottom interfaces which have been identified using
data cursors. Also, for the GPR system, the wiggle plot of the same condition is shown in
Fig. 5-28 (P. 99) and the MATLAB program is included in Appendix B-15. Fig. 5-29 (P.
100) shows the experimental measurement of snow boxes in DCBA stack sequence with
the two-way travel time at the top and bottom interfaces, it is not surprising to find that
the operating frequency of 1.5 GHz was not able to resolve each box individually. The
two-way travel time, thicknesses and average relative permittivity of stacked box DCBA
(GPRMAX modeling results and GPR system data) are shown in Table 5-4.

Table 5-4 Parameters for the stacked snow DCBA (GPR system and GPRMAX)

Data Source
GPRMAX

(ns)

'2

(ns)

dDCBA (^0

£ dcba

2.171

5.602

0.4

1.66

2.367

5.917

0.4

1.77

output
GPR system
output
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This means that the average dielectric constant value of four boxes stacked together from
the GPRMAX forward modeling is 1.66. However, for the GPR system data, the average
relative permittivity of the stacked boxes is found to be 1.77, still higher than each single
uncut box.

5.6 Stacked snow DCBA backward modeling (fa=1.5 GHz)

The implementation of the layer stripping method and the corresponding verification
process for backward modeling is explained in the following section. Backward modeling
techniques are introduced based on different inputs.

5.6.1. Output of GPRMAX forward modeling as the input

The layer stripping method can be applied to back estimate the relative permittivity and
depth of a layered material with the output of GPRMAX forward modeling. The
three-band amplitudes of each interface in Box DCBA model are shown in Fig. 5-30 (P.
101). Therefore, one can find the reflection amplitudes Д (i = 1,2,3,4) and the two-way
travel time tt(i = 1,2,3,4) at each interface using Eq. (3.32):
First interface: Д = —95.1, r, = 2.741 ns
Second interface: A 2 = -2 6 .1 3 4 5 , t2 =3.567 ns
Third interface: A3 = -7 .7 4 , t3 = 4.426 ns
Fourth interface: A4 = -3 5 4 .2 7 , tx = 6 A 5 3 n s
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Then, suppose a metal plate is placed on top of the snow, the GPRMAX model can be
considered as a two-layer material, air and a perfect reflector; the input file and
MATLAB program are listed in Appendix A-7 and B-16. Fig. 5-31 (P. 102) shows the
radar signal reflected from the perfect reflector which is needed for the layer-stripping
method. Hence, the peak amplitude of the reflected signal collected over a flat metal plate
on the top surface is:

Combining Eq. (4.2), (4.10)-(4.12), (4.16)-(4.17) to calculate the dielectric constant and
thickness of each layer (not including the subgrade layer), the results are shown in Table
5-5.

Table 5-5 Properties of each snow layer (the layer stripping method)

Parameters
P

Top Layer

Second Layer

Third Layer

-0.094

-0.026

-0.0077465

1.46

1.62

1.67

0.826 ns

0.859 ns

1.727 ns

0.1 m

0.1 m

0.2 m

(reflection
coefficient)
£
(relative
permittivity)
At (two-way
travel time)
d (thickness)
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Then, in order to verify the results of Table 5-5, one can use the indirect layer stripping
method described as follows:

Then, the dielectric constant values of each layer can be calculated using Eqs.
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(4.13)-(4.17). Table 5-6 shows the corresponding results.

Table 5-6 Properties of each snow layer (verification of the layer stripping method)

Parameters
P

Top Layer

Second Layer

Third Layer

Bottom Layer

-0.094

-0.029

-0.008468

-0.42

1.46

1.64

1.69

10.1

(reflection
coefficient)
e
(relative
permittivity)

From Tables 5-5 and 5-6, it is clear that the relative permittivity calculated by the indirect
way is very close to the results from the layer stripping method. Thus, the layer stripping
method has been proved to be able to obtain good results.

5.6.2 Output of Transmission Line Theory forward modeling as the input

The layer stripping method can also be used to back evaluate the relative permittivity of a
layered material with the output of the DCBA transmission line forward modeling, and
the inverse TLT backward modeling (Appendix C-2) can be used as a verification.

I. Operating frequency of the TLT forward modeling system is f a = 1.5 GHz
The corresponding parameters of the TLT modeling program is shown in Case-7,
Appendix C and the MATLAB program to generate the modeling plot can be found in
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Appendix B-20. Fig. 5-35 (P. 106) shows the TLT modeling result with the position of all
the interfaces indicated. From Fig. 5-36 (P. 107), which shows the three-band amplitudes
of each interface, we measure the amplitudes and the two-way travel time of the signals
reflected from each interface shown in Table 5-7.

Table 5-7 Signal amplitude and the two-way travel time at each interface (fa=1.5
GHz)

Interface

A

Peak

-0.02598

6.5 ns

A2

A

At

-0.0079

-0.002252

0.111

7.4 ns

8.2 ns

10 ns

Amplitude
Two-way
travel time

In order to calculate the reflection coefficient, we first do the transmission line forward
modeling when a metal plate is on the top surface. In this case, the TLT modeling
parameters are listed in Case-8, Appendix C and the MATLAB commands can be found
in Appendix B-21. Fig. 5-37 (P. 108) indicates the radar signal retuned from the perfect
reflector which is the fundamental information need for the layer stripping method.

Then, assume the metal plate is placed at the interface between Box D and Box C, the
parameters of the TLT forward modeling program can be found in Case-9, Appendix C
and the MATLAB program for the transmission line modeling output is in Appendix
B-22. Fig. 5-38 (P. 109) shows the radar signal reflected from the perfect reflector.

When the metal plate is placed at the interface between Box C and Box BA, the
corresponding parameters of the TLT forward modeling program are in Case-10,
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Appendix C and the MATLAB commands are listed in Appendix B-23. Fig. 5-39 (P. 110)
shows the reflected radar signal from the perfect reflector between Box C and BA.

When the metal plate is placed under the snow, we have the modeling plot (Fig. 5-40 (P.
Il l )) with TLT modeling parameters in Case-11, Appendix C and the MATLAB program
in Appendix B-24.

Using Eq. (3.32), the perfect reflector signal amplitudes returned from all the interfaces
(fa=1.5 GHz) are shown in Table 5-8.

Table 5-8 Signal amplitude from metal plate at each interface (fa=1.5 GHz)

Perfect

Ap i

Ap 2

Ap з

0.27

0.268

0.268

Ap4

reflector
amplitudes
from each
interface
Peak

-0.267

Amplitude

The dielectric constants and thickness of the three snow layers are then back estimated
using Eqs. (4.2), (4.10)-(4.12), (4.16) and (4.17), Table 5-9 shows the corresponding
results.
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Table 5-9 Properties of each snow layer (the layer stripping method)

Parameters
P

Top Layer

Second Layer

Third Layer

-0.096

-0.0295

-0.0084

1.47

1.65

1.7

0.9 ns

0.8 ns

1.8 ns

0.11 m

0.09 m

0.2 m

(reflection
coefficient)
£
(relative
permittivity)
At (two-way
travel time)
d (thickness)

On the other hand, the indirect layer stripping method can be used to verify the results in
Table 5-9. Similarly, the reflection coefficient and the relative permittivity of each layer
can be obtained from Eqs. (4.13)-(4.17). Table 5-10 lists the parameters of each layer
estimated from the indirect layer stripping method.
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Table 5-10 Properties of each snow layer (verification of the layer stripping method)

Parameters
P

Top Layer

Second Layer

Third Layer

Bottom Layer

-0.096

-0.029

-0.0084

-0.4157

1.47

1.65

1.7

9.98

(reflection
coefficient)
£
(relative
permittivity)

From Tables 5-9 and 5-10, it is obvious that the relative permittivity calculated by the
indirect way is almost the same as the result from the layer stripping method. Thus, the
layer stripping method has been proved to be able to provide good results.

II. Operating frequency is f a = 5 GHz
For a better resolution, one can increase the operating frequency to 5 GHz (the TLT
modeling parameters are shown in Case-12, Appendix C and the wiggle plot is shown in
Fig. 5-41 (P. 112) generated by the program in Appendix B-25 which makes the
interfaces easier to be discriminated from each other. Therefore, the reflection amplitudes
at each interface are obtained and shown in Table 5-11.

Table 5-11 Signal amplitude and two-way travel time at each interface (fa=5 GHz)

Interface

A

4

^3

Peak

-0.084

-0.0252

-0.007327

6.5 ns

7.4 ns

0.361

Amplitude
Two-way

8 .2

ns

10

ns

travel time

Then, according to the requirement of the layer stripping method, we can do the
Transmission Line forward modeling when a metal plate is on the top; in this case, only a
single three-band peak from surface reflection can be seen on the wiggle plot (Fig. 5-42
(P. 113)). Also, Case-13, Appendix C includes the TLT forward modeling parameters and
Appendix B-26 shows the MATLAB program to generate the resulting plot. In this model,
the perfect reflector signal amplitude is Ap - 0.187 + 0.083 = 0.27 .

Then, from Eqs. (4.2), (4.10)-(4.12), (4.16) and (4.17), the reflection coefficients and the
dielectric constants of each layer are back calculated and shown in Table 5-12.
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Table 5-12 Properties of each snow layer (the layer stripping method, fa=5 GHz)

Parameters
P

Top Layer

Second Layer

Third Layer

-0.096

-0.029

-0.0084

1.47

1.65

1.7

(reflection
coefficient)
£
(relative
permittivity)
At (two-way

0.9 ns

0 .8

ns

1.8

ns

0 .2

m

travel time)
d (thickness)

0 .11

m

0.09 m

5.6.3 Conclusion

A comparison of the relative permittivity from the GPR system and the layer stripping
method for backward modeling is shown in Table 5-13.
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Table 5-13 Comparison of the dielectric constants for Box DCBA (GPR system and
backward modeling)

Thickness (meter)

DC of GPR

DC and thickness

DC and thickness

DC and thickness

System

of GPRMAX

of TLT (1.5GHz)

of TLT (5 GHz)

backward

backward

backward modeling

modeling

modeling

(constant Ap)

(constant Ap)

(constant Ap)

0.1

1.47

1.49

1.47

1.47

(Box D)

(0.1 m)

(0.1 m)

(0.11 m)

(0.11 m)

0.1

1.64

1.6

1.65

1.65

(Box C)

(0.1 m)

(0.1 m)

(0.09 m)

(0.09 m)

0.2

1.7

1.62

1.7

1.7

(Box B and A)

(0.2 m)

(0.2 m)

(0.2 m)

(0.2 m)

It is obvious that using synthetic GPRMAX output for the layer-stripping method to find
the relative permittivity gives more errors at the bottom layers. This is expected due to
the propagation of errors from the top layers toward the bottom layers. It is also
predictable that using the synthetic TLT output for the layer-stripping method gives much
less error because due to discretization needed for the FDTD method. And since
GPRMAX is a theoretical and ideal method, it is not surprising that the errors using the
layer stripping method to process the experimental GPR data would be more than that for
the GPRMAX results. It can also be found that using the layer stripping method to
calculate the dielectric constants of both the GPRMAX and the TLT forward modeling
outputs are reliable and precise, and the errors are acceptable.
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Chapter 6 TWO SNOW LAYER EXPERIMENT

This chapter describes the two snow layer measurements, forward and backward
modeling, and the comparison of the backward modeling results from system data and
synthetic data, and back evaluation of the relative permittivity of field data.

6.1 GPR system data comparison

The field test was done in the Caribou-Poker Creeks Research Watershed in Fairbanks on
April 6 , 2007 where the temperature of the snow was 0 °C. We used a GSSI SIR 20 radar
system with a 1.5 GHz ground-coupled antenna. For most of the experiments, we stacked
two snow boxes with different densities and relative permittivity. In order to increase the
dielectric constant contrast between the two boxes, we compressed the snow in one box.

From the GPR system data, when the snow Box 1 was compressed, we did six groups of
experiments (Box 2 on top, Box 1 at the bottom). To analyze the GPR measurements, we
found the dielectric constants of two layers in each group. Take the first group for
example,
The top snow layer: tn = 2.365 ns

tn - 3.941 ns

=> Afn = tn —tn =1.576 ns

d n = 0 .2 1 m.
The bottom snow layer: tn = 3.941 ns

t]4 = 7.094 ns

d u = 0.3 m .
Using Eq. (4.1), we have,
s u = 1.267 = 1.27 and e n = 2.485 = 2.49.

=> Atn = t]4 - tn = 3.153 ns

Table 6-1 shows the two-way travel time of the top layer ( tUop and t2top), the two-way
travel time of the bottom layer ( tlboItom and t2bouom), the thickness ( d top and d bottom) and
the relative permittivity ( £top and £bottom) of two layers.

Table 6-1 Parameters of each group (stacked two snow layers)

Group
No.
First

^ l top

^2top

^[bottom

^Ibottom

^top

^bottom

£top

p

bottom

(ns)

(ns)

(ns)

(ns)

(m)

(m)

2.365

3.941

3.941

7.094

0 .2 1

0.3

2.266

3.842

3.842

6.897

0 .2 1

0.3

1.27

2.33

2.365

3.842

3.842

7.094

0.19

0.3

1.36

2.64

2.365

4.039

4.039

7.094

0 .2 1

0.3

1.43

2.33

2.266

4.039

4.039

7.389

0 .2 1

0.3

1.62

2.8

2.365

3.941

3.941

7.094

0 .2 1

0.3

1.27

2.49

121

2.49

Group
Second
Group
Third
Group
Fourth
Group
Fifth
Group
Sixth
Group

Hence, the average dielectric constant values of these groups are estimated as follows:
The top snow layer:
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4=0.21т

S,

=1X^=1.3658. 1,37.
6 i=l

The bottom snow layer:
d2= 03m

£ 2 —~ У ! Zjbonom —2 . 5 1 4 - 2 . 5 1 .
6 ,=i

6.2 GPRMAX forward modeling of two layers

For the same two-layer model, the input file of the GPRMAX forward modeling for the
1.5 GHz operating frequency can be found in Appendix A- l l , and the program to
generate the wiggle plot of the modeling result is in Appendix B-27. The GPRMAX
forward modeling result for the two snow-layer model is shown in Fig. 6-1 (P. 114).

6.3 Transmission Line Theory forward modeling of two layers

The TLT modeling result for the 1.5 GHz operating frequency is shown in Fig. 6-2 (P.
115); see Case-16, Appendix C for the TLT modeling parameters and Appendix B-28 for
the MATLAB program to generate the wiggle plot.

6.4 Backward modeling of GPRMAX two layer model

Fig. 6-3 (P. 116) indicates the three-band peak amplitude and the two-way travel time of
each interface of the two snow-layer GPRMAX model. Therefore, we measure the
reflection amplitude and the two-way travel time at all interfaces shown in Table 6-2.
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Also, when a metal plate is placed on the top surface, we have the source file of the
GPRMAX forward modeling included in Appendix A-12. The MATLAB commands to
generate the wiggle output are listed in Appendix B-29. From Fig. 6-4 (P. 117), one can
identify the three-band signal representing the perfect reflector reflection on the top
surface (including the three-band amplitudes). Therefore, we have,
Ap =

504 3 + 114 2
^
- (-699.5) = 1008.75.

Table 6-2 Signal amplitudes and the two-way travel time at all interfaces

Interface

A

Peak Amplitude

-137.37

-77.38

-269.6

Two-way travel

2.746 ns

4.388 ns

7.559 ns

A

A2

time

The dielectric constants and the thicknesses of each snow layer can then be back
estimated using the layer stripping method when the amplitude and the two-way travel
time of the signal reflected from the perfect reflector are given. Table 6-3 shows the
backward modeling results.
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Table 6-3 Properties of the two snow layers (the layer stripping method)

Parameters
P

Top Layer

Second Layer

-0.0767

-0.137

1.36

2.36

1.642 ns

3.171 ns

(reflection coefficient)
£
(relative permittivity)
At (two-way travel time)
d (thickness)

0 .2 1

0.3 m

m

6.5 Backward modeling of TLT two layer model

Fig. 6-5 (P. 118) indicates the three-band peak amplitudes and the two-way travel time of
each interface for the TLT two snow layer model. Therefore, we measure the reflection
amplitude and the two-way travel time at each interface shown in Table 6-4.

Table 6-4 Signal amplitude and the two-way travel time from each interface

Interface

A

a2

A3

Peak Amplitude

-0.021423

-0.04

0.087

Two-way travel

6.5 ns

8 .2

ns

11.4 ns

time

For the case of a perfect reflector placed on the top surface, we have the parameters of the
TLT forward modeling program shown in Case-17, Appendix C and the MATLAB
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program to create the plot of the TLT forward modeling result listed in Appendix B-30.
From Fig.

6-6

(P. 119), one can identify the three-band signals representing the perfect

reflector reflection (including the three-band amplitudes). Therefore, we have,
perfect reflector signal amplitude: Ap = 0.187 + 0.083 = 0.27 .

Table 6-5 shows the backward modeling results (thickness and relative permittivity) for
the two snow layers.

Table 6-5 Properties of two snow layers (layer stripping method)

Parameters
P

Top Layer

Second Layer

-0.079

-0.149

1.37

2.5

1.7 ns

3.2 ns

m

0.3 m

(reflection coefficient)
£
(relative permittivity)
At (two-way travel time)
d (thickness)

0 .2 2

6.6 Backward modeling of GPR system two snow layer field data

We have done a field test on measuring the perfect reflector reflections when a 1.5 GHz
antenna is placed at different heights. Fig. 6-7 (P. 120) and

6-8

(P. 121) show the metal

plate reflected signal when the heights of the antenna from the metal plate are

0

m and

2.4 m. The wiggle plots can be created by the MATLAB programs which are included in
Appendix B-31 and B-32. Therefore, we have the corresponding perfect reflector peak
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amplitudes listed in Table 6-6:

Table 6-6 Perfect reflector amplitude for antenna at different height

Perfect Reflector Amplitude

H=0 m

H=2.4 m

26835

65540

at different height
Ap

The values of Ap in Table

6-6

are too small because of multiple reflection and noise

disturbances in the real GPR system.

In order to back calculate dielectric constants from the field data, one can also utilize the
equations in Chapter 4. First, peak amplitudes of the perfect reflector on the top surface
are required. Since dry snow can usually provide a precise value, we can choose
Nandam’s single layer measurement which is done in the early winter (the earlier, the
drier the snow is). Take Box D as a sample, the perfect reflector amplitude Ap can be
obtained from the given signal reflected from the top surface Ax. Fig. 6-9 (P. 122) shows
the three-band amplitudes of the surface reflection for Box D field measurement. Hence
the surface reflected signal can be calculated as:
= -(4 3 9 7 0 + 34740) +1753Q = _ 21825^
2
since £d - 1.4655.
According to Eq. (4.15), the reflection coefficient p D and the perfect reflector
amplitude Ap of Box D are given by [22],

Ap = — = 218— = 229736.8
p D -0 .0 9 5
Then, for the two snow layer field data, the fourth group results can be selected for the
backward modeling input (the reason is explained later). The wiggle plot can be created
by the MATLAB program included in Appendix B-33. Fig. 6-10 (P. 123) indicates the
two snow layer measurement with the interfaces shown. And in this case, the relative
permittivity of the first layer and the second layer are 1.4297 and 2.333. The three-band
amplitudes of the top two interfaces are shown in Fig. 6-11 (P. 124).

Using Eqs. (4.2), (4.10), (4.11), (4.16) and (4.17), the peak amplitude, thickness and
relative permittivity of each layer are shown in Table 6-7.

Table 6-7 Properties of two snow layers field data (back evaluation)

Parameters

Top Layer

Second Layer

Peak Amplitude

A, = -24720

A2 = -1 5 4 8 0

-0.1076

-0.068

1.54

2 .0 2

1.674 ns

3.055 ns

A,. (/ = 1,2)
P
(reflection coefficient)
£
(relative permittivity)
At (two-way travel time)
d (thickness)

0 .2

m

0.32 m
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6.7 Conclusion

A comparison of dielectric constant values from the real GPR system and the layer
stripping method backward modeling is shown in Table 6 - 8 .

Table 6-8 Comparison of Dielectric Constant from GPR system and backward
modeling

Thickness (meter)

First Snow Layer

DC of real GPR

DC and thickness

DC and thickness

system

of GPRMAX

of TLT (1.5GHz)

backward

backward

modeling

modeling

(constant Ap)

(constant Ap)

1.36

1.37

(0 . 2 1 m)

(0 . 2 2 m)

2.36

2.5

(0.3 m)

(0.3 m)

1.37

(0 .2 1 m)
Second Snow

2.51

Layer (0.3m)

It is clear that using the synthetic GPRMAX output for the layer-stripping method to find
the relative permittivity gives more errors at the bottom layers. Also, for the field data
output, comparisons of dielectric constant values between field measurement and back
calculation (six groups) are shown in Table 6-9.
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Table 6-9 Comparisons of the dielectric constants from the GPR system and the
back evaluation (six groups of two layer field data)

Parameter

Group No.

1

£
(d)

2

£
(d)

3

£
(d)

4

£
(d )

5

£
id )

6

£
(d)

Bottom layer

Top layer

Top layer

Bottom layer

(GPR

(backward

(GPR

(backward

system)

modeling)

system)

modeling)

1.27 (0.21

1.46

2.49

1.8

m)

(0.1956 m)

(0.3 m)

(0.35 m)

1.27

1.43

2.33

1.75

(0 . 2 1 m)

(0.1977 m)

(0.3 m)

(0.3467 m)

1.36

1.49

2.64

1.75

(0.19 m)

(0.18 m)

(0.3 m)

(0.369 m)

1.43

1.54

2.33

2 .0 2

(0 . 2 1 m)

(0 . 2 m)

(0.3 m)

(0.32 m)

1.6

1.49

2 .8

2 .1

(0 . 2 1 m)

(0.218 m)

(0.3 m)

(0.347 m)

1.27

1.49

2.49

1.8

(0 . 2 1 m)

(0.19 m)

(0.3 m)

(0.35 m)

From Table 6-9, it is clear that the fourth group has relatively less error than the other
groups, this is also the reason that the fourth group is selected as an example of field data
back evaluation.

The comparison of two layers’ relative permittivity from the field data and back
calculation is shown in Fig. 6-12 (P. 125). The program to show this figure is listed in
Appendix B. The average dielectric constants and their standard deviations are shown in
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Table 6-10:

Table 6-10 the average dielectric constants and the standard deviation for two layers
(six groups, GPR system data and back calculation results)

Parameters for

The top layer

The bottom

The top layer

The bottom

each layer

(back

layer(back

(field data)

layer (field

evaluation)

evaluation)

1.4847

1.8687

1.3651

2.5127

0.037

0.15

0.1329

0.1816

The average

data)

dielectric
constant
The standard
deviation

The comparison of the two layers’ thicknesses from the field data and back calculation is
shown in Fig. 6-13 (P. 126). The program to show this figure is listed in Appendix B-34.
The average thickness and associated standard deviation are estimated and shown in
Table 6-11:
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Table 6-11 Average thickness and standard deviation for two layers (six groups,
GPR system data and back calculation results)

The top layer (back

The bottom layer (back

evaluation)

evaluation)

The average thickness

0.1969

0.3471

The standard deviation

00126

0.0157

Parameters for each layer
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Chapter 7 CONCLUSIONS

7.1 Conclusions

Both GPRMAX and TLT forward modeling are able to acquire high resolution modeling
results while increasing the operating frequency but at the cost of less penetrating depth.
For the output waveform of the TLT forward modeling, the distinctions between each
interface would be more obvious if the x axis scale changes from one way travel time to
two way travel time. Also when the thickness of each layer is large enough ( d > 20c m ),
the TLT forward modeling can provide better resolution than GPRMAX with less
difference in the dielectric constant (Д £ = 0.01). In the GPRMAX forward modeling
results, the direct wave should be separated from the top surface reflection pulse, which
means the distance between the antenna and the ground should be large enough
(A d > 30cm). Furthermore, the higher the antenna is from the ground surface, the more
the two way travel time separation the modeling results will have between the direct
wave and the ground wave. The separation between the transmitter and the receiver also
influences the modeling effect, that is, less separation will cause greater peak amplitude
because of more energy concentration.

For both synthetic and field data, the backward modeling can be executed using the layer
stripping method. The layer stripping method can provide more accurate results for the
TLT forward modeling output than the GPRMAX forward modeling output. Even so, the
error of both backward modeling results would be acceptable. When the backward
modeling input sequence values are quite similar to the transmission line forward
modeling output, the dielectric constant and thickness of each layer calculated by the
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layer stripping method can be verified using the inverse transmission line method.

The GPR system data is mixed with multiple reflection signals and noise which makes
backward evaluation much more complicated. Therefore, the results would have more
error when using the layer stripping method for GPR system backward modeling.

7.2 Future work

Based on the current work that has been done, much more can be achieved in the future.
The foremost task would be error analysis for backward modeling on both synthetic and
experimental data. With a specified density and other parameters in the model, this test is
able to provide the acceptable error ranges for dielectric constant and thickness.

Another major research direction would be evaluating the dielectric tensor [7] in three
dimensions and conductivity from real or simulated microstructure of a snow sample.
This task can be considered as four steps:

1. Simulating the microstructure of snow at a given density using the Gaussian Random
Field Method
2. Finite Difference Time Domain simulation using the NISTIR program [4]
3. Back calculating the dielectric tensor in three dimensions and the conductivity from the
electric field density output of the NISTIR program
4. Relating the electromagnetic properties of a material to its mechanical properties.

FIGURES

Amplitude

"Ricker" Waveform

T im e (ns)

Figure 3-1 Ricker excitation function’s waveform in time domain. fc=1.5GHz
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Figure 3-2 Ricker excitation function’s power spectrum. fc=1.5GHz
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Figure 3-3 Schematic plot of radar signal showing how to determine interfaces
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Figure 3-4 Image representation of the geometry of GPRMAX model (modified from
Fig. 5.3 [6])
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Rebar in concrete

Band i — Black (negative dectric fidd density)**
Band 2 — While (positive dectiic filed density)*
Band 3 --- Gray (negative electric field density)*-’

Trace number

Figure 3-5 Grayscale plot indicating interface of each medium (modified from Fig. 5.3
[ 6])
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Schematic Waveform of GPR output (three layers)

Figure 4-1 Schematic wiggle plot of GPR (system or modeling) output
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Figure 4-2 Reflection model for pavement with two layers (modified from Fig. 3 [12])
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Schematic Waveform of GPR output (three snow layers)

Figure 4-3 Schematic showing positions of interfaces and their peak amplitude

Schematic Waveform of GPR output (perfect reflector on top)

Figure 4-4 Schematic showing signal amplitude reflected from metal plate on ground
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Schematic Waveform of GPR output (perfect reflector between 1st and 2nd layer)

Figure 4-5 Schematic showing signal amplitude from metal plate (between 1st and 2nd
layer)
Schematic W aveform of GPR output (perfect reflector between 2nd and 3®* layer)

Figure 4-6 Schematic showing signal amplitude from metal plate (between second and
third layer)
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Schematic Waveform of GPR output (perfect reflector under three layers)

Figure 4-7 Schematic showing signal amplitude from metal plate (between second and
third layer)
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Figure 5-1 Flow chart of experimental work

Output of GPR system (Box D, d=0.44m)

Amplitude of electric field density

x 104

Figure 5-2 Wiggle plot for single Box D

Output of GPR system (Box D, d=0.44m)

Amplitude of electric field density

x 104

Figure 5-3 Plot of single Box D with data cursors of two interfaces

Output of GPR system (Box C, d=0.45m)

Amplitude of electric field density

x 104

Figure 5-4 Wiggle plot for single Box C

Output of GPR system (Box C, d=0.45m)

Amplitude of electric field density

x 104

Figure 5-5 Plot of single Box C with data cursors of two interfaces

Output of GPR system (Box B, d=0.305m)

Amplitude of electric field density

x 1Q4

Figure 5-6 Wiggle plot for single Box B

Output of GPR system (Box B, d=0.305m)

Amplitude of electric field density

x 104

Figure 5-7 Plot of single Box B with data cursors of two interfaces

Output of GPR system (Box A, d=0.465m)

Amplitude of electric field density

x 104

Figure 5-8 Wiggle plot for single Box A

Output of GPR system (Box A, d=0.465m)

Amplitude of electric field density

x 1q4

Figure 5-9 Plot of single Box A with data cursors of two interfaces

Amplitude of electric field density

Output of GPRM AX (Box D, e=1.4655)

Figure 5-10 Plot of Box D GPRMAX modeling output with two interfaces shown

Amplitude of electric field density

Output of GPRM AX (Box C, e=1.6435)

Figure 5-11 Plot of Box C GPRMAX modeling output with two interfaces shown

Amplitude of electric field density

Output of GPRM AX (Box B and A, e=1.7)

Figure 5-12 Plot of Box B or A GPRMAX modeling output with two interfaces shown

The amplitude of electric field density

Output of Tranmission Line theory (Box D, e=1.4655)

Figure 5-13 Wiggle plot of Box D transmission line forward modeling

Amplitude of electric field density

Relative T w o W a y Travel T im e t

Figure 5-14 Wiggle plot of Box C transmission line forward modeling

Amplitude of electric field density

Output of Tranmission Line theory (Box B and A, e=1.7)

Relative T w o W a y T ra v el T im e t

-8

x 10

Figure 5-15 Wiggle plot of Box B or A transmission line forward modeling
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Figure 5-16 Schematic of GPRMAX domain for stacked snow CBA

Amplitude of electric field density

Output of GPRM AX (two layers, three boxes: CBA)

Figure 5-17 GPRMAX forward modeling for Box CBA (fa=1.5GHz)

Amplitude of electric field density

Output of GPRM AX (two layers, three boxes: CBA)

Tw o w ay travel tim e, t

Figure 5-18 GPRMAX forward modeling for Box CBA (fa=5GHz)
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Amplitude of electric field density

Output of Transmission Line theory (two layers, Box CB A , fa=1.5GHz)

Figure 5-19 Transmission Line Theory forward modeling for Box CBA (fa=1.5GHz)
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Amplitude of electric field density

Output of Transmission Line theory (two layers, Box CB A , fa=5GHz)

Figure 5-20 Transmission Line Theory forward modeling for Box CBA (fa=5 GHz)

Amplitude of electric field density

Output of GPRM AX (two layers, three boxes: CBA)

Figure 5-21 Plot of two snow layers GPRMAX modeling with interfaces shown

Amplitude of electric field density

Output of GPRM AX (two layers, three boxes: CBA)

Figure 5-22 Plot of GPRMAX modeling with data cursors for two interfaces

Output of GPR system (Box CBA, d=0.3m)

Amplitude of electric field density

x 104

Figure 5-23 Plot of Box CBA GPR system output with interfaces shown

Output of GPR system (Box C BA, d=0.3m)

Amplitude of electric field density

x 104

T w o w a y travel tim e t

Figure 5-24 Plot of GPRMAX modeling with data cursors for two interfaces
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Figure 5-25 Schematic of GPRMAX domain for stacked snow DCBA

Amplitude of electric field density

Output of GPRM AX (three layers, four boxes: DCBA)

Figure 5-26 Plot of three snow layers GPRMAX modeling with interfaces shown

Amplitude of electric field density

Output of GPRM AX (three layers, four boxes: DCBA)

Figure 5-27 Plot of GPRMAX modeling with data cursors for two interfaces

Output of GPR system (Box D CBA, d=0.4m)

Amplitude of electric field density

x IQ4

T w o w a y travel tim e t

Figure 5-28 Plot of Box DCBA GPR system output with interfaces shown

Output of GPR system (Box D CBA, d=0.4m)

Amplitude of electric field density

x 104

Figure 5-29 Plot of GPRMAX modeling with data cursors for two interfaces

101

Amplitude of electric field density

Output of GPRM AX (three layers, four boxes: DCBA)

Figure 5-30 Plot of GPRMAX modeling with amplitude and travel time shown

102

Amplitude of electric field density

Output of GPRMAX-perfect reflector on top of four boxes

Figure 5-31 GPRMAX modeling with data peak amplitude shown (perfect reflector on
top)
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Amplitude of electric field density

Output of GPRMAX-perfect reflector between Box D and Box C

Figure 5-32 GPRMAX modeling with interfaces’ amplitude shown (perfect reflector
between Box D and C)
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Amplitude of electric field density

Output of GPRMAX-perfect reflector between Box C and Box B

Figure 5-33 GPRMAX modeling with interfaces’ amplitude shown (perfect reflector
between Box C and B)
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Amplitude of electric field density

Output of GPRMAX-perfect reflector under three layers

Figure 5-34 GPRMAX modeling with interfaces’ amplitude shown (perfect reflector
under snow layers)

106

Amplitude of electric field density

Output of Transmission Line theory (three layers, four boxes: DCBA)

Figure 5-35 Box DCBA transmission line forward modeling (fa=1.5 GHz)
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The amplitude of electric field density

Output of Transmission Line theory (three layers, four boxes: DCBA)

Figure 5-36 Box DCBA TLT modeling with amplitude and travel time shown (fa=1.5
GHz)
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Amplitude of electric field density

Output of Transmission Line theory-perfect reflector on top of D C B A

R elative T w o W a y Travel Tim e t

Figure 5-37 TLT modeling with signal amplitude from perfect reflector on ground
(fa=1.5 GHz)
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Amplitude of electric field density

Output of TLT-perfect reflector between Box D and Box C

Figure 5-38 TLT modeling with signal amplitude from perfect reflector between D and C
(fa=1.5 GHz)
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Amplitude of electric field density

Output of TLT-perfect reflector between Box C and Box B

Figure 5-39 TLT modeling with signal amplitude from perfect reflector between C and B
(fa=1.5 GHz)
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Amplitude of electric field density

Output of Transmission Line theory-perfect reflector under D C B A

Figure 5-40 TLT modeling with signal amplitude from perfect reflector under DCBA
(fa=1.5 GHz)
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Amplitude of electric field density

Output of Transmission Line theory (three layers DCBA, fa=5GHz)

Figure 5-41 TLT modeling with amplitude and travel time of interfaces shown (fa=5
GHz)
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Amplitude of electric field density

Output of TLT-perfect reflector on top of D C B A (fa=5GHz)

Figure 5-42 TLT modeling with signal amplitude from perfect reflector on ground (fa=5
GHz)
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Amplitude of electric field density

Output of GPRM AX (two snow layers and e1 =1.3658, e2=2.514)

Figure 6-1 Two boxes GPRMAX forward modeling (fa=1.5 GHz)
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The amplitude of electric field density

Output of Transmission Line theory (Two Snow Layers, fa=1.5GHz)

Figure 6-2 Two layers TLT modeling with boundaries of each layer indicated (fa=1.5
GHz)
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Amplitude of electric field density

Output of GPRM AX (two snow layers and e1=1.3658, e2=2.514)

Figure 6-3 two boxes GPRMAX modeling with amplitude of each interface shown

Amplitude of electric field density
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T w o w a y travel tim e, t

x109

Figure 6-4 GPRMAX modeling with signal amplitude from perfect reflector on ground
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The amplitude of electric field density

Output of Transmission Line theory (Two Snow Layers, fa=1.5GHz)

Figure 6-5 Two layers TLT modeling (amplitude and travel time shown)
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Amplitude of electric field density

Output of TLT-perfect reflector on top of two layers (fa=1.5GHz)

Figure 6-6 Metal plate on top TLT forward modeling (amplitude shown)
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Amplitude of electric field density

x 104 Output of GPR system (perfect reflector, h=0m)

Figure 6-7 Wiggle plot of perfect reflector reflection (h=0 m)

Amplitude of electric field density
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Figure 6-8 Wiggle plot of perfect reflector reflection (h=2.4 m)

Output of GPR system (Box D, d=0.44m)

Amplitude of electric field density

x 104

Figure 6-9 Plot of GPR measurement (Box D) with peak amplitudes shown

GPR system output (e1=1.4297, e2=2.333)

Amplitude of electric field density

x104

Figure 6-10 Plot of two layers GPR measurement with three interfaces indicated
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Amplitude of electric field density

of GPR system (two snow layers, e1 =1.4297, e2=2.333)

Figure 6-11 Two layer GPR measurement (signal amplitudes and travel time shown)
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Figure 6-13 Comparison of thickness from GPR system and back calculation (six groups)
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APPENDICES

Appendix A

A -l GPRMAX input file for single Box D
#medium: 1.4655 0.0 0.0 0.001 1.0 0.0 snowl
#medium: 10 0.0 0.0 0.01 1.0 0.0 silt
#domain: 2.0 1.0
#dx_dy: 0.002 0.002
#time_window: 15.0e-9
#box: 0.0 0.5 2.0 0.6 snowl
#box: 0.0 0.0 2.0 0.5 silt
#line_source: 1.0 15e8 ricker MyLineSource
#analysis: 1 D_akshaya_gprmax_1.5g.txt a
#tx: 0.075 0.9 MyLineSource 0.0 15.0e-9
#rx: 0.125 0.9
#tx_steps: 0.01 0.0
#rx_steps: 0.01 0.0
#end_analysis:
#messages: y

A-2 GPRMAX input file for single Box C

#medium: 1.6435 0.0 0.0 0.001 1.0 0.0 snow2
#medium: 10 0.0 0.0 0.01 1.0 0.0 silt
#domain: 2.0 1.0
#dx_dy: 0.002 0.002
#time_window: 15.0e-9
#box: 0.0 0.5 2.0 0.6 snow2
#box: 0.0 0.0 2.0 0.5 silt
#line_source: 1.0 15e8 ricker MyLineSource
#analysis: 1 C_akshaya_gprmax_1.5g.txt a
#tx: 0.075 0.9 MyLineSource 0.0 15.0e-9
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#rx: 0.125 0.9
#tx_steps: 0.01 0.0
#rx_steps: 0.01 0.0
#end_analysis:
#messages: y

A-3 GPRMAX input file for stacked Box B and A

#medium: 1.7 0.0 0.0 0.001 1.0 0.0 snow2
#medium: 10 0.0 0.0 0.01 1.0 0.0 silt
#domain: 2.0 1.0
#dx_dy: 0.002 0.002
#time_window: 15.0e-9
#box: 0.0 0.4 2.0 0.6 snow2
#box: 0.0 0.0 2.0 0.4 silt
#line_source: 1.0 15e8 ricker MyLineSource
#analysis: 1 BA_akshaya_gprmax_1.5g.txt a
#tx: 0.075 0.9 MyLineSource 0.0 15.0e-9
#rx: 0.125 0.9
#tx_steps: 0.01 0.0
#rx_steps: 0.01 0.0
#end_analysis:
#messages: y

A-4 GPRMAX source file for Box CBA when operating frequency is 1.5 GHz

#medium: 1.6435 0.0 0.0 0.001 1.0 0.0snow 2
#medium: 1.7 0.0 0.0 0.001 1.0 0.0 snow3
#medium: 10 0.0 0.0 0.01 1.0 0.0 silt
#domain: 2.0 1.0
#dx_dy: 0.002 0.002
#time_window: 15.0e-9
#box: 0.0 0.5 2.0 0.6 snow2
#box: 0.0 0.3 2.0 0.5 snow3
#box: 0.0 0.0 2.0 0.3 silt
#line_source: 1.0 15e8 ricker MyLineSource
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#analysis: 1 CBA_two_layers_1.5g.txt a
#tx: 0.075 0.9 MyLineSource 0.0 15.0e-9
#rx: 0.125 0.9
#tx_steps: 0.01 0.0
#rx_steps: 0.01 0.0
#end_analysis:
#messages: y

A-5 GPRMAX source file for Box CBA when operating frequency is 5 GHz

#medium: 1.6435 0.0 0.0 0.001 1.0 0.0 snow2
#medium: 1.7 0.0 0.0 0.001 1.0 0.0 snow3
#medium: 10 0.0 0.0 0.01 1.0 0.0 silt
#domain: 2.0 1.0
#dx_dy: 0.001 0.001
#time_window: 15.0e-9
#box: 0.0 0.5 2.0 0.6 snow2
#box: 0.0 0.3 2.0 0.5 snow3
#box: 0.0 0.0 2.0 0.3 silt
#line_source: 1.0 50e8 ricker MyLineSource
#analysis: 1 CBA_two_layers.txt a
#tx: 0.075 0.9 MyLineSource 0.0 15.0e-9
#rx: 0.125 0.9
#tx_steps: 0.01 0.0
#rx_steps: 0.01 0.0
#end_analysis:
#messages: y

A-6 GPRMAX source file for Box DCBA when operating frequency is 1.5 GHz

#medium: 1.4655 0.0 0.0 0.001 l.OO.Osnowl
#medium: 1.6435 0.0 0.0 0.001 1.0 0.0snow2
#medium: 1.7 0.0 0.0 0.001 1.0 0.0 snow3
#medium: 10 0.0 0.0 0.01 1.0 0.0 silt
#domain: 2.0 1.0
#dx_dy: 0.002 0.002
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#time_window: 15.0e-9
#box: 0.0 0.5 2.0 0.6 snowl
#box: 0.0 0.4 2.0 0.5 snow2
#box: 0.0 0.2 2.0 0.4 snow3
#box: 0.0 0.0 2.0 0.2 silt
#line_source: 1.0 15e8 ricker MyLineSource
#analysis: 1 akshaya_three_layers_1.5GHz.txt a
#tx: 0.075 0.9 MyLineSource 0.0 15.0e-9
#rx: 0.125 0.9
#tx_steps: 0.01 0.0
#rx_steps: 0.01 0.0
#end_analysis:
#messages: y

A-7 GPRMAX input file for perfect reflector on top of Box DCBA

#domain: 2.0 1.0
#dx_dy: 0.002 0.002
#time_window: 15.0e-9
#box: 0.0 0.0 2.0 0.6 pec
#line_source: 1.0 15e8 ricker MyLineSource
#analysis: 1 prl_akshaya_31.txt a
#tx: 0.075 0.9 MyLineSource 0.0 15.0e-9
#rx: 0.125 0.9
#tx_steps: 0.01 0.0
#rx_steps: 0.01 0.0
#end_analysis:
#messages: y

A-8 GPRMAX input file for perfect reflector at the interface between Box D and C

#medium: 1.4655 0.0 0.0 0.001 1.0 0.0 snowl
#domain: 2.0 1.0
#dx_dy: 0.002 0.002
#time_window: 15.0e-9
#box: 0.0 0.5 2.0 0.6 snowl
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#box: 0.0 0.0 2.0 0.5 pec
#line_source: 1.0 15e8 ricker MyLineSource
#analysis: 1 pr2_akshaya_31.txt a
#tx: 0.075 0.9 MyLineSource 0.0 15.0e-9
#rx: 0.125 0.9
#tx_steps: 0.01 0.0
#rx_steps: 0.01 0.0
#end_analysis:
#messages: y

A-9 GPRMAX input file for perfect reflector at the interface between Box C and BA

#medium: 1.4655 0.0 0.0 0.001 l.OO.Osnowl
#medium: 1.6435 0.0 0.0 0.001 1.0 0.0snow 2
#domain: 2.0 1.0
#dx_dy: 0.002 0.002
#time_window: 15.0e-9
#box: 0.0 0.5 2.0 0.6 snowl
#box: 0.0 0.4 2.0 0.5 snow2
#box: 0.0 0.0 2.0 0.4 pec
#line_source: 1.0 15e8 ricker MyLineSource
#analysis: 1 pr3_akshaya_31.txt a
#tx: 0.075 0.9 MyLineSource 0.0 15.0e-9
#rx: 0.125 0.9
#tx_steps: 0.01 0.0
#rx_steps: 0.01 0.0
#end_analysis:
#messages: y

A-10 GPRMAX input file for perfect reflector under Box DCBA

#medium: 1.4655 0.0 0.0 0.001 l.OO.Osnowl
#medium: 1.6435 0.0 0.0 0.001 1.0 0.0 snow2
#medium: 1.7 0.0 0.0 0.001 1.0 0.0snow3
#domain: 2.0 1.0
#dx_dy: 0.002 0.002
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#time_window: 15.0e-9
#box: 0.0 0.5 2.0 0.6 snowl
#box: 0.0 0.4 2.0 0.5 snow2
#box: 0.0 0.2 2.0 0.4 snow3
#box: 0.0 0.0 2.0 0.2 pec
#line_source: 1.0 15e8 ricker MyLineSource
#analysis: 1 pr4_akshaya_31.txt a
#tx: 0.075 0.9 MyLineSource 0.0 15.0e-9
#rx: 0.125 0.9
#tx_steps: 0.01 0.0
#rx_steps: 0.01 0.0
#end_analysis:
#messages: y

A -11 GPRMAX source file for two snow layers

#medium: 1.3658 0.0 0.0 0.001 1.0 0.0 snowl
#medium: 2.514 0.0 0.0 0.001 1.0 0.0 snow2
#medium: 10 0.0 0.0 0.01 1.0 0.0 silt
#domain: 2.0 1.0
#dx_dy: 0.002 0.002
#time_window: 15.0e-9
#box: 0.0 0.39 2.0 0.6 snowl
#box: 0.0 0.09 2.0 0.39 snow2
#box: 0.0 0.0 2.0 0.09 silt
#line_source: 1.0 15e8 ricker MyLineSource
#analysis: 1 gprmax_two_layers.txt a
#tx: 0.075 0.9 MyLineSource 0.0 15.0e-9
#rx: 0.125 0.9
#tx_steps: 0.01 0.0
#rx_steps: 0.01 0.0
#end_analysis:
#messages: y

A-12 GPRMAX source file for perfect reflector on top of two snow layers
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#domain: 2.0 1.0
#dx_dy: 0.002 0.002
#time_window: 15.0e-9
#box: 0.0 0.0 2.0 0.6 pec
#line_source: 1.0 15e8 ricker MyLineSource
#analysis: 1 prl_two_layers-gprmax.txt a
#tx: 0.075 0.9 MyLineSource 0.0 15.0e-9
#rx: 0.125 0.9
#tx_steps: 0.01 0.0
#rx_steps: 0.01 0.0
#end_analysis:
#messages: y

A-13 GPRMAX source file for perfect reflector between first and second snow
layers
#medium: 1.3658 0.0 0.0 0.001 1.0 0.0 snowl
#domain: 2.0 1.0
#dx_dy: 0.002 0.002
#time_window: 15.0e-9
#box: 0.0 0.39 2.0 0.6 snowl
#box: 0.0 0.0 2.0 0.39 pec
#line_source: 1.0 15e8 ricker MyLineSource
#analysis: 1 pr2_two_layers-gprmax.txt a
#tx: 0.075 0.9 MyLineSource 0.0 15.0e-9
#rx: 0.125 0.9
#tx_steps: 0.01 0.0
#rx_steps: 0.01 0.0
#end_analysis:
#messages: y
Parameters of GPRMAX input files (from A -l to A-13) are listed in Table A -14.
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Table A-14 Parameters of GPRMAX input files
Case No.

First Layer

A -l

d 1=0.1 m,
e l =1.4655

A-2

dl=0.1 m,
el=1.6435
d 1=0.2 m,
el=1.7
dl=0.1 m,
e l= l .6435
d 1=0.1 m,
el=1.6435
d 1=0.1 m,
e l =1.4655
dl=0.6 m,
el=perfect
reflector
d 1=0.1 m,
e l =1.4655

A-3
A-4
A-5
A-6
A-7

A-8

Second
Layer
D2=0.5 m,
e2=10
d2=0.5 m,
e2=10
d2=0.4 m,
e2=10
d2=0.2 m,
e2=1.7
d2=0.2 m,
e2=1.7
d2=0.1 m,
e2=1.6435
N/A

Third Layer

Fourth Layer

N/A

N/A

Operating
Frequency
1.5 GHz

N/A

N/A

1.5 GHz

N/A

N/A

1.5 GHz

d3=0.3 m,
e3=10
d3=0.3 m,
e3=10
d3=0.2 m,
e3=1.7
N/A

N/A

1.5 GHz

N/A

5 GHz

d4=0.2m,
e4=10
N/A

1.5 GHz

d 1=0.5 m,
e2=perfect
reflector

N/A

N/A

1.5 GHz

d3=0.4 m,
e3=perfect
reflector
d3=0.2 m,
e3=1.7
d3=0.09 m,
e3=10
N/A

N/A

1.5 GHz

d4=0.2m,
e4=10
N/A

1.5 GHz

N/A

1.5 GHz

N/A

1.5 GHz

A-9

dl=0.1 m,
el=1.4655

d2=0.1 m,
e2= 1.6435

A-10

dl=0.1m ,
el=1.4655
d 1=0.21 m,
e l= l .3658
d 1=0.6 m,
el=perfect
reflector
d 1=0.21 m,
el = 1.3658

d2=0.1 m,
e2= 1.6435
d2=0.3 m,
e2=2.514
N/A

A -11
A -12

A-13

d2=0.39 m,
e2=perfect
reflector

N/A

1.5 GHz

1.5 GHz
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Appendix B

B -l Program to generate Ricker wavelet signal and its power spectrum (central
frequency is 1.5 GHz)

t=0:le-10:6e-9;
f=1.5e9;
k=2*pi*pi*f*f;
x=l/f;
i=-2*k*sqrt(exp(l./(2*k)))*(t-x).*exp(-k*(t-x).*(t-x));
il=i/max(i);
figure;
plot(t*le9,il);
xlabel('Time (ns)');
ylabel(Amplitude');
title('"Ricker" Waveform');
Y=fft(i 1,512);
P y y = Y.* conj(Y) / 512;
figure;
plot((0:255)*4.9/255,Pyy(l :512/2));
xlabel('Frequency [GHz]');
ylabel('Amplitude of Power Spectrum');
title('Power Spectrum');

B-2 Program to generate wiggle plot of Box D measured from GPR system

clear all;
clc;
gprsys_image('test001.txt',10e-9,26,'Output of GPR system (Box D, d=0.44m)');

B-3 Program to generate wiggle plot of Box C measured from GPR system

clear all;
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clc;
gprsys_image('test001.txt', 1Oe-9,141,' Output of GPR system (Box C, d=0.45m)');

B-4 Program to generate wiggle plot of Box B measured from GPR system

clear all;
clc;
gprsys_image('test001.txt', 1Oe-9,196, 'Output of GPR system (Box B, d=0.305m )),

B-5 Program to generate wiggle plot of Box A measured from GPR system

clear all;
clc;
gprsys_imageCtest001.txt', 10e-9,253,' Output of GPR system (Box A, d=0.465m)');

B-6 Program to generate wiggle plot of Box D from GPRMAX forward modeling
output (the operating frequency is 1.5 GHz)

clear all;
clc;
gprmaxJmageCD_akshaya_gprmax_1.5g.txt', 10e-9, 'Output of GPRMAX (Box D,
e= 1.4655)', 2);

B-7 Program to generate wiggle plot of Box C from GPRMAX forward modeling
output (the operating frequency is 1.5 GHz)

clear all;
clc;
gprmax_imageOC_akshaya_gprmax_1.5g.txt', 10e-9, 'Output of GPRMAX (Box C,
e= 1.6435)',2);
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B-8 Program to generate wiggle plot of Box BA from GPRMAX forward modeling
output (the operating frequency is 1.5 GHz)

clear all;
clc;
gprmax_image(’BA_akshaya_gprmax_l.5 g . t x t 10e-9, 'Output of GPRMAX (Box B and
A, e=1.7)',2);

B-9 Program to generate wiggle plot of Box CBA from GPRMAX forward modeling
output (the operating frequency is 1.5 GHz)

clear all;
gprmax_imageCCBA_two_layers_1.5g.txt', 10e-9, 'Output of GPRMAX (two layers,
three boxes: CBA)',2);

B-10 Program to generate wiggle plot of Box CBA from GPRMAX forward
modeling output (the operating frequency is 5 GHz)

clear all;
clc;
gprmax_imageOCBA_two_layers.txt', 10e-9, 'Output of GPRMAX (two layers, three
boxes: CBA)',1);

B - ll Program to generate wiggle plot of Box CBA from Transmission Line Theory
forward modeling output (the operating frequency is 1.5 GHz)

clear all;
clc;
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gprtlt_imageCCBA_two_layers_tlt_1.5g.txt', 120,'Output of Transmission Line theory
(two layers, Box CBA, fa=1.5GHz)');

B-12 Program to generate wiggle plot of Box CBA from Transmission Line Theory
forward modeling output (the operating frequency is 5 GHz)

clear all;
clc;
gprtlt_imageCCBA_two_layers_tlt_5g.txt',120,'Output of Transmission Line theory (two
layers, Box CBA, fa=5GHz)');

B-13 Program to generate wiggle plot of Box CBA measured from GPR system

clear all;
clc;
gprsys_image('test2001.txt', 10e-9,313,'Output of GPR system (Box CBA, d=0.3m)’);

B-14 Program to generate wiggle plot of Box DCBA from GPRMAX forward
modeling output (the operating frequency is 1.5 GHz)

clear all;
clc;
gprmax_image0akshaya_three_layers_1.5GHz.txt', 10e-9, 'Output of GPRMAX (three
layers, four boxes: DCBA)',2);

B-15 Program to generate wiggle plot of Box DCBA measured from GPR system

clear all;
clc;
gprsys_image('test2001.txt', 10e-9,356,'Output of GPR system (Box DCBA, d—0.4m )),
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B-16 Program to generate wiggle plot of perfect reflector on top of Box DCBA from
GPRMAX forward modeling output (the operating frequency is 1.5 GHz)

clear all;
clc;
gprmax_imageCprl_akshaya_31.txt', 10e-9, 'Output of GPRMAX-perfect reflector on top
of four boxes',2);

B-17 Program to generate wiggle plot of perfect reflector between Box D and C
from GPRMAX forward modeling output (the operating frequency is 1.5 GHz)

clear all;
gprmax_imageCpr2_akshaya_31.txt', 10e-9, 'Output of GPRMAX-perfect reflector
between Box D and Box C',2);

B-18 Program to generate wiggle plot of perfect reflector between Box C and B from
GPRMAX forward modeling output (the operating frequency is 1.5 GHz)

clear all;
gprmax_image0pr3_akshaya_31.txt', 10e-9, 'Output of GPRMAX-perfect reflector
between Box C and Box B',2);

B-19 Program to generate wiggle plot of perfect reflector under Box DCBA from
GPRMAX forward modeling output (the operating frequency is 1.5 GHz)

clear all;
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clc;
gprmax_imageCpr4_akshaya_31.txt', 10e-9, 'Output of GPRMAX-perfect reflector under
three layers',2);

B-20 Program to generate wiggle plot of Box DCBA from Transmission Line Theory
forward modeling output (the operating frequency is 1.5 GHz)

clear all;
clc;
gprtlt_image('akshaya_mathcad_31_ 1.5GHz.txt', 120,'Output of Transmission Line theory
(three layers, four boxes: DCBA)');

B-21 Program to generate wiggle plot of perfect reflector on top of Box DCBA from
Transmission Line Theory forward modeling output (the operating frequency is 1.5
GHz)

clear all;
clc;
gprtlt_imageCprl_akshaya_31_1.5GHz.txt', 120,'Output

of

Transmission

Line

theory-perfect reflector on top of DCBA');

B-22 Program to generate wiggle plot of perfect reflector between Box D and C
from Transmission Line Theory forward modeling output (the operating frequency
is 1.5 GHz)

clear all;
clc;
gprtlt_imageCpr2_akshaya_31_1.5GHz.txt ',120,'Output of Transmission Line
theory-perfect reflector between Box D and Box C');
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B-23 Program to generate wiggle plot of perfect reflector between Box C and B from
Transmission Line Theory forward modeling output (the operating frequency is 1.5
GHz)

clear all;
clc;
gprtltJmageCpr3_akshaya_31_L5GHz.txt', 120,'Output of TLT-perfect reflector between
Box C and Box B');

B-24 Program to generate wiggle plot of perfect reflector under Box DCBA from
Transmission Line Theory forward modeling output (the operating frequency is 1.5
GHz)

clear all;
gprtlt_image('pr4_akshaya_31_l .5GHz.txt',120,'Output of Transmission Line
theory-perfect reflector under DCBA’);

B-25 Program to generate wiggle plot of Box DCBA from Transmission Line Theory
forward modeling output (the operating frequency is 5 GHz)

clear all;
clc;
gprtlt_image0akshaya_mathcad_31_5GHz.txt', 120,' Output of Transmission Line theory
(three layers DCBA, fa=5GHz)’);
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B-26 Program to generate wiggle plot of perfect reflector on top of Box DCBA from
Transmission Line Theory forward modeling output (the operating frequency is 5
GHz)

clear all;
clc;
gprtlt_imageCprl_akshaya_31_5GHz.txt’, 120,'Output of TLT-perfect reflector on top of
DCBA (fa=5GHz)');

B-27 Program to generate wiggle plot of two snow layers from GPRMAX forward
modeling output (the operating frequency is 1.5 GHz)

clear all;
clc;
gprmax_imageCgprmax_two_layers.txt', 10e-9, 'Output of GPRMAX (two snow layers
and e l = l .3658, e2=2.514)',2);

B-28 Program to generate wiggle plot of two snow layers from Transmission Line
Theory forward modeling output (the operating frequency is 1.5 GHz)

clear all;
clc;
gprtlt_image0mathcad_21_1.5GHz.txt', 150,'Output of Transmission Line theory (Two
Snow Layers, fa=1.5GHz)');

B-29 Program to generate wiggle plot of perfect reflector on top of two snow layers
from GPRMAX forward modeling output (the operating frequency is 1.5 GHz)

clear all;
gprmax_imageCprl_two_layers-gprmax.txt', 10e-9, 'Output of GPRMAX (perfect
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reflector on top of two layers)',2);

B-30 Program to generate wiggle plot of two snow layers from Transmission Line
Theory forward modeling output (the operating frequency is 1.5 GHz)

clear all;
clc;
gprtlt_image('prl_mathcad_21_l .5GHz.txt',150,'Output of TLT-perfect reflector on top of
two layers (fa=1.5GHz)');

B-31 Program to generate wiggle plot of perfect reflector reflection from GPR
system output (antenna on top of metal plate and the operating frequency is 1.5
GHz)

clear all;
clc;
gprsys_imageCcopper_at_different_height.txt',20e-9,5 ,'Output o f G P R system (perfect
reflector, h=0m )’);

B-32 Program to generate wiggle plot of perfect reflector reflection from GPR
system output (antenna height is 2.4m and the operating frequency is 1.5 GHz)

clear all;
clc;
gprsys_imageCcopper_at_different_height.txt',20e-9,3 6 7,'Output of G P R system (perfect

reflector, h=2.4m )');

B-33 Program to generate wiggle plot of two snow layers from GPR system output
(fourth group and the operating frequency is 1.5 GHz)
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clear all;
clc;
gprsys_imageCboxl_box2_compressedboxl_twobox.txt',20e-9,580,'Output o f G P R
system (two snow layers, el=1.4297, e2=2.333)');

B-34 Program to plot two layers’ dielectric constants from field data and back
calculation

clear all;

x=[l 2 3 4 5 6];
ets=[ 1.267 1.267 1.36 1.4297 1.6 1.267];
etb=[1.46 1.43 1.494 1.54 1.49 1.494];
ebs=[2.485 2.333 2.64 2.333 2.8 2.485];
ebb=[1.8 1.747 1.75 2.02 2.095 1.8];
figure;
plot(x,ets,'r:+');
hold on;
plot(x,etb,'b:*');
hold on;
plot(x,ebs,'g:*')
hold on;
plot(x,ebb,'y:+');
xlabel('The number of group, from 1 to 6');
ylabel('The value of dielectric constant');
title(’The dielectric constants of two layers from system and back calculation');
ml=mean(ets);
stdl=std(ets);
m2=mean(etb);
std2=std(etb);
m3=mean(ebs);
std3=std(ebs);
m4=mean(ebb);
std4=std(ebb);
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B-35 Program to plot two layers’ thicknesses from field data and back calculation

clear all;

x=[l 2 3 4 5 6];
tts=[0.21 0.21 0.19 0.21 0.21 0.21];
ttb=[0.1956 0.1977 0.18 0.2 0.218 0.19];
tbs=[0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3];
tbb=[0.35 0.3467 0.369 0.32 0.347 0.35];
figure;
plot(x,tts,'r:+');
hold on;
plot(x,ttb,'b:*');
hold on;
plot(x,tbs,'g:*')
hold on;
plot(x,tbb,'y:+');
xlabel(’The number of group, from 1 to 6’);
ylabel(’The value of thickness1);
title(’The thicknesses of two layers from system and back calculation’);
ml=mean(ttb);
stdl=std(ttb);
m2=mean(tbb);
std2=std(tbb);

B-36 MATLAB function to plot GPR system measurement results
function[]=gprsys_image(input_file,time,np,out_title)

in=load(input_file);
[m,l]=size(in);
itter=m*time/50e-9;
n=l;
for i=l :itter
Ex(i,l)=in(i,np);
end
figure;

plot((0: itter-1) *time/(itter- l),E x (l:itter, 1));
xlabel('Two way travel time t');
ylabel('Amplitude of electric field density');
title(out_title);

B-37 MATLAB function to plot GPRMAX forward modeling results
function[]=gprmax_image(input_file,time,out_title,sp)
in=load(input_file);

[m,l]=size(in);
itter=m;
itter=itter*time/15e-9;
for i=Litter
Ex(i,l)=in(i,2);
end
%t='Output of GPRMAX (Box D, e=1.4655)';
figure;
plo t(sp *le -9 :tim e /(itte r-l):tim e ,Ex((s p *le -9 *(itte r-l)/tim e )+ l:itte r,l));
xlabel('Two way travel time, t');
ylabel('Amplitude of electric field density');
title(out_title);

B-38 MATLAB function to plot TLT forward modeling results
function[]=gprtlt_image(input_file,np,out_title)
in=load(input_file);
itter=np;
for i=l :itter
Ex(i,l)=in(i,l);
end
figure;
plot(( 1: itter)* 1e-10,Ex( 1: itter, 1));
xlabel('Relative Two Way Travel Time t’);
ylabel('Amplitude of electric field density');
title(out_title);
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Appendix C
Case-1, 2, ... , 17 are listed in Table C-3.

C -l Transmission Line Theory program for single Box D forward modeling

rl := 0.1
sin d ( x ) sin(xxdeg)
cos d(x) := cos(xxdeg)
tan d (x) := tan(x x deg)
e0 := 8.85419 10“12
ju0 := 4-Л--10 7

c := 3 •10
fa -15
f : = f a 10

,
2 ■etai
t i := --------------etai + etaM

pr.

eta,,-eta,
eta,+eta(_j

:=— £=J------ L

:=

2 •e ta,,
—

eta,+etaM

q:= 0
r := rl
ye/^ := (<outputs<3>)9+2

atten^ := (outputs0' )q+2
gn0)
20

-(r„ -a lt

a r0 := 10

s/oss := (2 •r ) 4
f/oss := {ar~sloss)
offset := 32
time scale := 1•1010
N = 1024
i:=0..JV

t, := i
T := 2 T
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output := icfft(M ultf) +10 6
max output := max(output)

output :=

output
, max output
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Table C-3 Parameters for TLT forward modeling programs
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Table C-3 (Continued)
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Table C-3 (Continued)
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Table C-3 (Continued)

